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Feature

Interpretation Mathematical Expression
FOS Mean
Average gray value.
Standard deviation
Standard deviation of the gray values used to generate the mean gray value.
Integrated density
Product of image's area and mean gray value
Skewness
It quantifies how symmetrical the distribution is.
Kurtosis
It quantifies whether the shape of the data distribution matches the Gaussian distribution.
GLCM Energy
Degree of image's texture directions according to the perception of human eyes (also called uniformity). Correlation Linear dependency of grey levels on those of neighboring pixels.
FOS
Inertia
Representation of pixels entirely similar to their neighbour.
Inverse Difference Moment
Measure of the amount of local uniformity present in the image (also called homogeneity).
Entropy
Measure of "lack" of organization.
B 326000 84% 79% 63%  Classification across data sets Figure S4 -Comparison of each texture parameters calculated for images acquired from atherosclerotic arteries and myocardium infarcted hearts. The top and bottom of each rectangular box denote the 75th and 25th percentiles, respectively, with the median shown inside the box. Vertical bars extending from each box represent the 90th and 10th percentiles.
